
—inspired by the past
your Heritage



{ Reproduced on this

Band Ring is an

antique company 

icon and the 

founder’s signature.

{ A collage of the company founder

framed by a historic sampling of

products decorates this Blanket,

accompanied by imprinted bag.

{ A two-sided Medallion features 

the company founder surrounded 

by product milestones and a display 

of historic trademarks.

{ This two-tone Belt Buckle features a shiny

company logo and early delivery vehicles which

brought products to the customer’s door.

{ This Clock and Business Card Holder

features a highly sculpted version of a company’s

first product offering cast in pewter on a marble

base.

{ A photo from the 1900’s showing the

company’s employees and headquarters

is commemorated on this golden 

oak Serving Tray.

{ The building depicted on this pair 

of Medallion Watches is the

company’s headquarters and

warehouse which was destroyed in 

the great earthquake 

and fire of 1906.

{ The subtle and elegantly modeled

Paper Sculpture is a decorative

reminder of one of the company’s

earliest major product successes.

{ The traditional design of this

Schoolhouse Clock

harmonizes with a pressed

metal plate that includes an

antique logo and icons.

Your people and heritage are at the heart of your

company’s legacy. MTM Recognition transforms

your stories into striking symbolic awards that will

last for generations—a Heritage Collection.

Your core values,
culture and history—

your Heritage
—can be embodied in

one-of-a-kind products.

Drawing upon trademarks, photographs and mem-

orabilia that exemplify your company’s history, we

translate those icons into beautiful awards of

heirloom quality.

These symbols of your company’s traditions are 

invaluable reinforcements of your core values and

accomplishments. Whether designed as service or

achievement awards, your Heritage Collection

from MTM Recognition will be cherished as

enduring and meaningful symbols of commitment—

instilling loyalty and pride for years to come.

{ Featuring a design used to

advertise product strength,

this pair of Bookends have 

a cast, black metal finish and 

dark golden oak wood base.
{ A vintage catalog cover decorates

a Porcelain Plate that comes

with a dark cherry stand and

brass plate noting the year and

season of the catalog.

{ A beautiful, heirloom 

quality Charm Bracelet displays

the company logo, historic and

modern delivery vehicles and symbols

of the industry.

{ This framed Collage combines

photos of employees, facilities and

customers into a composition unifying

the company’s various divisions.
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Recognition…lifts the human spirit

MTM Creative - Minneapolis
436 Gateway Blvd.
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

1-866-510-0968

MTM Recognition - Canada
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Orangeville, ON L9W 1P9 Canada

1-800-567-7352

www.mtmrecognition.com


